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Headquarters of the Company:
ul. Hauke Bosaka 2, 25-214 Kielce
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EFFECT
GLASS S.A.

EFFECT GLASS S.A. in numbers
30 000 m2
500 people
over 2 million m2
of glass per year

warehouse and production area covered
by Effect Glass
number of employees
the amount of insulating glass
manufactured in plants
in Kielce and Wędkowy

EFFECT GLASS S.A. is a manufacturer of high quality insulating and tempered glass featuring one
of the most modern machine parks in Poland ba-

several thousand pieces
of insulated glass

daily production
capacity

sed on advanced technological solutions.

more than a dozen
insulated glass lines

The company was established in 1995. It has two
production plants: in Kielce and in the village of
Wędkowy near Gdańsk. Thanks to the automa-

more than a dozen
cutting lines

ted production process, highly qualified staff and
operation based on the best, proven suppliers,
current production capacities of both plants exceeds tens of thousands of pieces of insulating glass
a day. The potential of the company allows to maintain the highest standard of customer service.

EFFECT GLASS S. A. has an innovative, integrated com-

several tempering furnaces
laminated glass production
with an autoclave
painting
and silk-screening line
double edge-working

puter system that supports comprehensively all the areas of company’s activity starting with the acceptance of
the order, throughout the production cycle, packing, up
to shipping of finished products.

some of them with an option of triple and even
quarto glazing, also in big sizes upto 600x300 cm,
with a possibility of 100 mm thick glazing
a majority with an automatic cutting
of laminated glass
from 2 till 19 mm thick glass,
in size upto 600x280 cm, also Heat Soak Test
upto 100 mm thickness,
in max. sizes of 510x280 cm

upto 19 mm thickness,
in max. sizes of 250x180 cm
including polishing, holes drilling
and water-jet, in max. size of 600x300 cm.

The history of EFFECT GLASS

Products manufactured by EFFECT GLASS are marked
by the EFFECTOR brand and have all required test certificates and appropriate certificates of the Institute of
Glass and Ceramics, and their high-quality and reliable
customer service is confirmed with Quality Management System Certificate in accordance with PN:EN ISO
9001:2015.

1995

start of production activities specializing in the processing of glass and insulating glass
production within EFFECTOR S.A.

2011

change of company name to EFFECT GLASS S.A. and introduction of a new visual
identification system and further development of the company.

2013

development and grand opening of EFFECT GLASS S.A. in a new location in Wędkowy near Gdańsk.

